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Cohn did not spell out the reasons for his resignation. The loonie versus the tariffs While North 

Korea's nuclear capabilities and threats to blow the USA off the map are very real, they don't pay 

anyone's salary or feed families. 

 "We are disappointed, to say the least, that the Trump administration would impose a potentially 

debilitating tariff on aluminium imports from the Kitimat smelter", said O'Driscoll. Agriculture 

is a potential target for retaliatory tariffs from China if Trump pushes ahead.  

America's trade deficit with China hit $375.2 billion in 2017, equivalent to two-thirds of the 

country's total trade deficit of $566 billion. 

President Donald Trump speaks at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit, Wednesday, March 

7, 2018, in Washington.  

"The economic nationalists now certainly have the upper hand and their camp is bigger. Going 

forward, the announcement didn't help much", he said. 

"It seems like Trump was hell-bent on doing something more provocative", says Daniel Ikenson 

of the libertarian Cato Institute's Center for Trade Policy Studies. 

EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom tweeted after Trump's announcement that "the EU 

should be excluded from these measures". 

Navarro has written extensively of China's military and economic threat to the United States in a 

series of books, including "Death by China: Confronting the Dragon - A Global Call to Action". 

His second suggestion is to show a counter-threat on the steel and aluminum tariffs. 

Last week, the Trump administration announced it would use section 232 of the Trade Expansion 

Act of 1962 to impose tariffs on steel and aluminum imports on the argument that they threaten 

USA national security. But he also said the penalties could "go up or down depending on the 

country, and I'll have a right to drop out countries or add countries".  

Robot "contraption" smashes Rubik record in 0.38 seconds He stated that most of the Rubik's 

solvers were trying to use stepper motors for solving the Rubik's puzzle. In October 2017, 

Korean wunderkind SeungBeom Cho set a new world record of an incredible 4.59 seconds. 

Speaking on a conference call with analysts on Wednesday afternoon after reporting fourth-



quarter results, Linamar CEO Linda Hasenfratz said that, while it was hard to comment on the 

overall impact of the proposed tariffs given further details have yet to be revealed, it would be 

harmful to the U.S.  

"All of those commodities are denominated in US dollars", said Eric Theoret, a currency 

strategist at Scotiabank. It may not be a coincidence that Harleys are produced in House Speaker 

Paul Ryan's Wisconsin and bourbon in Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell's Kentucky. 

Both will be adversely affected by the proposed tariffs; might they not be expected to retaliate, 

further reducing USA exports?  

Canada is the largest supplier of both metals to the United States.  

European Union officials have politically targeted Harley Davidson, based in Ryan's home state 

of Wisconsin, bourbon made in McConnell's home state of Kentucky, and orange juice from 

Florida, the perennial swing state.  

According to ACC analysis, American shale gas has created a competitive advantage for US 

chemical manufacturers.  

Sources described the conversation as cordial, and said Trudeau told the president that he shares 

a desire to conclude a NAFTA agreement.  

Trump has alleged that the United States faced severe losses in trade pacts with Canada and 

Mexico, the two partners of NAFTA deal.  

Friendship takes trust, loyalty, dependability and honesty. The press conference included the 

personal stories of how farmers and businesses rely on an integrated supply chain between 

NAFTA partners and tool place on the sidelines of the NAFTA negotiations in Mexico City. 

Trump's plan to "fix" NAFTA is not the answer. European Commission officials on Monday 

presented EU member states with a €2.8 billion list of more than 100 U.S. products that could be 

affected in response to any move by Washington to levy tariffs.  


